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ABSTRACT
“See one, do one, teach one” remains an unofﬁcial, unsanctioned framework for procedural skill learning in
medicine. Appropriately, medical educators have sought alternative simulation venues for students to safely learn
their craft. With the end goal of ensuring competence, educational programming will require the use of valid
simulation with appropriate ﬁdelity. While cadavers have been used for teaching anatomy for hundreds of years,
more recently they are being repurposed as a “high-ﬁdelity” procedural skill learning simulation resource. Newly
deceased, previously frozen, and soft-preserved cadavers, such as those used in Baltimore and Halifax, produce
clinical cadavers with high physical and functional ﬁdelity that can serve as simulators for performing many highacuity procedures for which there is otherwise limited clinical or simulation opportunities to practice. While access
and cost may limit the use of cadavers for simulation, there are opportunities for sharing resources to provide an
innovative procedural learning experience using the oldest of medical simulation assets, the human body.

n 1890 William Halsted, Chief of Surgery at Johns
Hopkins introduced residency training and coined
the phrase “see one, do one, teach one.”1 Although
criticized for concerns of patient safety, this mentorship model of teaching procedural skills has essentially
remained unchanged. Pedagogic concerns of the
phrase mostly surrounds the literal interpretation of
the numerator “one”; however, similar to Miller’s
pyramid, Halsted was describing a staged progression
toward competent independent practice.1–3 For various
reasons, but perhaps most importantly concerns
regarding patient safety, procedural medicine learning
is gradually moving away from the bedside as the sole,
primary learning venue.
Previously, accrediting bodies in the United States
and Canada listed between 80 and 150 procedures
that were considered within the domain of the specialty for emergency medicine.4–6 Establishing consensus over which procedures should be deemed
necessary can be challenging and often revolves
around the likelihood of being exposed to the

procedure both during training and as a practicing
physician. Even when examining a more focused list
of key indicator procedures there is considerable variability in the numbers of procedures residents will be
exposed to during their training period.5,7 In a recent
study only half of surveyed residents reported adequate
procedural skills during training.8
Simulation is taking on a rapidly growing role that
is predicted to increase significantly with the implementation of competency-based medical education
(CBME).9–12 The translational evidence supporting
simulation for procedural learning is certainly not
overwhelmingly positive; however, its role is indisputable where traditional experiences are either inadequate or unavailable.13–19 For high-acuity, lowopportunity procedural scenarios, simulation learning
should be considered mandatory as opposed to the
unacceptable alternative of lowering the competence
bar or excluding certain potentially lifesaving interventions declaring them as unnecessary because of their
infrequent occurrence in clinical practice. Procedural
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medicine learning requires physically and functionally
appropriate simulators to meet the educational needs
of learners. Clinical cadavers can potentially provide
an invaluable experience for learners, serving as a simulation recourse when either there are no simulators
or existing ones are inadequate for the procedural task
at hand.
HOW REAL DOES SIMULATION NEED TO
BE?
Medical simulation represents a diverse range of educational learning experiences meant to simulate “real-life”
clinical situations. In discussing the educational role of
simulators and simulation, issues of validity and fidelity
are commonly referred to. For CBME, simulation
validity will carry significant weight in educational programming as we attempt to assess milestone progression (construct validity) and ultimately entrust the
learner as competent to perform their clinical activities
independently (predictive validity).20 Fidelity is a more
commonly used (and misused) term in simulation.21
“High”-fidelity simulation has historically referred to
more elaborate, technologically advanced scenarios and
expensive models compared to lower cost, simpler
“low”-fidelity approaches. This distinction has been
challenged and there remains controversy on an appropriate definition of fidelity as it relates to simulation to
the point that some have even called for abandoning
the term.21–23 Acknowledging that there is active
debate on the definition and role, most would agree
that fidelity describes “the extent to which the appearance and behavior of the simulator/simulation match
the appearance and behavior of the simulated system or
task.21–24 It is useful to further differentiate physical (structural, engineering) fidelity describing appearance and
functional (psychological) fidelity which reflects the behavior of the simulator or simulation.21–24 When discussing
procedural skill learning it is also important that we
distinguish the simulator (materials, models, manikins)
from the simulation, the latter of which may include
use of a simulator but in general refers to the contextual experience of a clinical scenario.
The current state of evidence supporting the
relationship between simulation fidelity and outcomes
(educational and clinical) is far from clear.25 The reason for the questionable relationship between simulation fidelity and educational outcomes is multifactorial
but in part may relate to inconsistent definitions and
descriptions of simulator/simulation fidelity. To realize

the educational impact of fidelity it is important to look
beyond the physical interface of the simulator and the
learner. For fidelity to influence change in behavior,
other factors must be considered such as ensuring
objectives are well aligned with the simulation experience, the complexity of the skill is matched with an
appropriate simulator, and the learner’s stage of training has been considered in the simulation design.24,26
As stated, for task-related procedural learning it is
important to understand the role of the simulator in
the simulation. The psychomotor technical hands-on
interaction between learner, simulator, and instructor
potentially has very different educational objectives
than the learning that takes place in a context focused
clinical scenario simulation.26,27 It is not surprising
that using complex, high-fidelity manikins for a simulation exercise meant to assess nontechnical skills is not
likely to add value.28 While these high-tech, expensive
manikins may talk, blink, and accommodate various
procedures, these feature-rich actions are often not very
realistic and have the potential to distract participants
from the intended learning objectives of the simulation.21,29 Similarly, using a cadaver as a high-fidelity
resource to learn basic suturing techniques would not
be expected to demonstrate benefit compared to learning using a ham hock.
In contrast, what about learning to repair an extensor tendon in the hand or suturing a lip laceration
involving the vermillion border? What about performing a resuscitative thoracotomy, lateral canthotomy,
burr hole, or pericardiocentesis? Do we stop teaching
these relatively uncommonly needed procedures, use
animal labs, and/or develop potentially expensive new
simulator technologies? There may be simulators available for each of these procedures but can they produce
superior realism to that using a single cadaveric
human body?
Manikin simulators for airway management training
have been available for several decades. Attempts to
increase their fidelity have again produced expensive
products that are more technologically complex and
dynamically responsive, that breathe and talk, and that
can present anatomic challenges for the learner, but
often cost tens of thousands of dollars. Despite simulators being anatomically correct (physical fidelity) their
materials may lack functional fidelity in the way the
materials respond to manipulation and therefore may
pose the risk of inconsistently reproducing conditions
necessary to reinforce core emergency skills required
for airway management on real patients.30–37 To date

no single airway manikin can provide realistic, reinforcing conditions for bag-mask ventilation, optimal
laryngoscopy (head lift, laryngeal manipulation, bougie
use), accept an array of supraglottic airways, and present realistic anatomy for a surgical airway. Clinical
cadavers have the potential to provide excellent physical and functional fidelity for learning airway management and countless other procedures.
Change, adaption, and ultimately improvement of a
psychomotor skill are dependent on having accurate
sensory information (tactile, visual, auditory) that must
be perceived and then interpreted by the learner as relevant (Figure 1).26,38 These micro feedback loops are
dynamic and may illicit adaptive responses very rapidly
(within seconds). Using laryngoscopy as an example,
performing a lift on the tongue too proximal, without
placing the tip of the blade tip correctly at the base of
the vallecula (engaging the hyoepiglottic ligament), will
not move the epiglottis out of the way to allow a view
the glottic inlet. One hand mask ventilation in an
edentulous patient may not produce adequate ventilation, recognized by sensory stimuli such as inadequate
chest rise and the sounds and feel of a mask seal leak
from a functional obstruction that requires corrective
placement of an OPA and a two-hand, two-person
mask ventilation approach. Most cricothyrotomy training models, while anatomically correct, fail to reproduce the significant lateral mobility of the larynx
within the neck in an apneic patient (and clinical
cadavers). Stabilizing this mobility is critical to success
and perhaps one of the key causes of failure in accessing the cricothyroid space in a rescue “can’t intubate,
can’t oxygenate” scenario. Producing accurate, real sensory input from our peripheral receptors to the brain
and back, to elicit an adaptive, appropriate motor

Figure 1. Adams psychomotor feedback loop.
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response, is essential for psychomotor learning.26,38 If
one believes these motor learning principles, then fidelity should matter.
CADAVERS AS SIMULATORS
The process of embalming began around the time of
the American Civil War nearly 150 years ago with the
intent of preserving and disinfecting the body for funeral purposes.39,40 Modern embalming came with the
discovery of formaldehyde which by the late 1800s
was in common use throughout medical schools in
Europe to preserve bodies for dissection.40 Numerous
embalming recipes have since been developed, using
various concentrations of formaldehyde mixed with
other chemical agents, and remain in use today.40 All
of these techniques, while preserving the anatomic
integrity of the body for years of use, render the specimens rigid and without natural coloration.
While the anatomic sciences had become an important and well-established academic discipline by the
early 1900s, the academic role of dissection had
reached a peak as the opportunity of new gross anatomic discovery declined. Surgery gradually became the
responsibility of the surgeon specialist and, combined,
these factors marked the beginning of a decline in the
role of anatomic dissection. The number of hours of
gross anatomy teaching in medical schools have been
falling dramatically over the past five decades.41 With
the steep decline in hands-on anatomy teaching, academic anatomy departments in many university settings began to struggle and, in many cases, were
falling victim to budget cuts. Dissection is being
replaced by alternative less hands-on learning with the
use of prosections and, in some cases, new technologies that attempt to visually virtualize the human
body.42
Meanwhile, examples of anatomic innovation were
appearing as clinicians searched for safe venues to
learn and practice procedural skills. While others had
been experimenting with and using alternative preservation methods to produce more functional clinically
relevant specimens (R. Wade, personal communication, June 3, 2017), Thiel43 in 1992 published his
technique that produced cadavers with more natural
color and which more closely resembled a living body.
The Clinical Cadaver
Few would argue with the face validity of using the
human body as a simulator for teaching procedure

skills. The use of cadavers for learning clinical procedures has quietly and informally emerged as a potential new, realistic (high-fidelity) simulation resource.
Cadavers used for learning medical education can be
classified as:
1. Unpreserved newly deceased cadavers
a. Consented: used clinically in situ
b. Donated: “fresh” or frozen.
2. Preserved cadavers
a. Hard-fixed (formalin)
b. Soft preserved (i.e., Thiel, saturated salts, Baltimore and Halifax prep).
Ethics and legal issues surrounding consent, and a
general feeling of discomfort that surveyed health care
providers have expressed, have made practicing on the
newly deceased in situ, in the immediate clinical environment, an uncommonly practiced method for procedural learning.44–46
Cadavers prepared for anatomy learning and dissection traditionally use formaldehyde as the primary fixative. This hard-fixation anatomic preservation technique
creates long-lasting specimens that can be stored at
room temperature. However, their general appearance,
color, relative immobility, and haptic experience is not
realistic, making their use for leaning clinical procedures very limited.39,47 Opportunities to learn procedures on the newly deceased (a.k.a. fresh cadavers) may
occur when specimens are used soon after they are
received in a human body donation program. Use of
newly deceased cadavers for clinical purposes will be
limited by a period of rigor mortis and thereafter
decomposition significantly constrains their availability
for learning.48 Freezing the bodies and then thawing
them for use provides more flexibility in accessing specimens for planned educational events; however, once
thawed decomposition will again ensue.47
After years of experimentation Thiel49 published his
method of preservation in 1992 that produces lasting
specimens that both appear and respond in manner
that more closely resembles a recently deceased
human. Since this publication, the Thiel method has
been used around the world but mostly in Europe for
procedural learning where it is recognized as a valuable soft-preservation technique.32,47,50 This preparation involves an initial perfusion with a specific
embalming solution followed by immersion in a mixture of preservation chemicals for 2 or more months.
Once prepared these specimens have a distinct

advantage of retaining most of their favorable properties for upwards of a year and do not require refrigeration, although skin sloughing will occur.39 This
technique involves large tanks with large volumes of
potentially hazardous chemicals and may result in cost
and safety challenges, especially in educational settings
where there may be a high turnover of specimens used
for invasive procedures.47,51
Numerous other soft-preservation techniques have
been described in an attempt to produce specimens
that look, feel, and respond to manipulations in a
manner that closely resembles what would be expected
in an anesthetized patient.39,40,47,48,51–53 Each techniques have reported advantages and disadvantages
and issues related to cost, preparation complexity, storage requirements, longevity, and quality. In contrast to
hard-fixed cadavers, where the primary goal is to produce specimens that are suitable for anatomic dissection, soft-preserved specimens are primarily sought as
a realistic simulation resource for learning clinical procedures and collectively referred to as clinical cadavers.
The translational evidence for cadaver use as a simulation resource remains limited.54 Current literature
has demonstrated that learners perceive clinical cadavers as a high-fidelity, more realistic simulation resource
and improve both learner and instructor confidence in
procedural performance.54–60 Comparisons of cadavers
to available simulators has again produced mixed
results; however, particularly for high-acuity emergency
procedures such as advanced airway management
including cricothyrotomy, clinical cadaver experience
seems to provides a superior learning experience compared to other nonbiologic simulators.32,37,56,60–62 For
countless other procedures there simply are no simulators available for deliberate practice and it is difficult
to argue against the use of the human body for skills
learning (Figure 2).
The Baltimore and Halifax Experience
Ron Wade is the Director of the State Anatomy Board
of Maryland, which currently has thousands of living
registered donors who upon death have committed to
gift their bodies to advance medical science. Over
2,700 bodies are received into their program annually
of which close to two-thirds are prepared as clinical
cadavers primarily to teach procedural skills. To date,
the Baltimore clinical cadaver preparation and experience has not been published in the peer-reviewed literature despite the tens of thousands of learners and
even more patients who since 1982 have likely
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Figure 2. Examples of clinical cadaver use for procedural learning. (A) Lung window used for ventilation feedback; (B) bleeding cricothyrotomy; (C) view of glottis by video laryngoscopy; (D) thoracotomy with a penetrating right ventricle injury.

benefited from the practice of countless potentially lifesaving skills. Dr. Levitan’s airway course has provided
a hands-on learning experience to over 3,000 participants since 2001, and cadaveric specimens from the
same laboratory have been the basis of numerous
practice-changing research publications.63–65
In 2006, after visiting Baltimore to evaluate Ron
Wade’s clinical cadaver preparation, the then Dalhousie Department of Anatomy and Neurobiology prepared their first clinical cadaver. Since this first
preparation a reinvigorated anatomic sciences program
was soon academically rebranded as a first of its kind,
a funded formal entity, the Dalhousie Clinical Cadaver
Program (CCP). Serving undergraduate, postgraduate,
CME, and other groups including prehospital care
and the military, the Dalhousie CCP has grown from
its first year, when it was used as a resource seven
times, to 2017 where clinical cadavers were used for
more than 180 educational sessions by well over a
1,000 learners performing several hundred different
procedures. The Dalhousie University Human Body
Donation Program has been in existence for over 150
years and has approximately 3,000 registered living
donors. Of the approximately 150 bodies that are
accepted annually approximately 60% are being prepared using a method based on that developed in Baltimore (Halifax Clinical Cadaver Preparation).
The growth of the program has been facilitated by
the dedicated anatomic services staff committed to

innovation and a willingness to adapt to growing
demand. The modified preparation used in Halifax
allows prepared clinical cadavers to be used for up to
4 weeks (while refrigerated) and still retain their physical and functional fidelity. This longevity is critical to
the daily operations of the program allowing staged
and coordinated access to body regions for progressively more invasive procedures performed by various
specialty group learners. Emergency medicine, for
example, can use a cadaver for advanced airway management, lateral canthotomy, chest tube placement,
ultrasound, vascular access, intraosseous access, thoracotomy, and complex wound and tendon repair. Neurosurgery and ENT can then follow with more
invasive procedures of the head and neck region. Similarly, thoracics can follow in the chest and concurrently general surgery can use the abdomen and
orthopedics the limbs. This shared, multidisciplinary
coordinated approach to access preserves what is still
considered a limited recourse and ultimately allows for
a more manageable shared funding model.
Limitations of Clinical Cadavers Use for
Simulation
The majority of clinical cadavers donated through
human body donation programs are elderly and therefore may not accurately represent a cross-section of the
population on whom the procedures will ultimately be
performed. Like all simulators, clinical cadavers lack a

dynamic circulation although they can be realistically
ventilated and their circulation perfused for vascular
access and to create bleeding.62,66–69 Pathology can be
created to simulate real, clinically relevant challenges
that must be overcome but for which there is no safe
alternative learning opportunities.58 Most clinical cadaver programs screen donations and/or test for more
common communicable infectious diseases. The infectious risk will be dependent on the preparation (or lack
of in the newly deceased) technique used and in general soft preserved cadavers may pose an unknown theoretical risk as a host for potentially infectious
organisms. Attaining procedural competence for highacuity, time-sensitive, and relatively rare procedures such
as a thoracotomy in the controlled setting of a cadaver
laboratory is critical for both for both patient and clinician safety reasons where risk for a sharps injury is not
insignificant.70 It is advised that when using clinical
cadavers for procedural skills learning, all users should
practice universal precautions and report any exposures
as they would in a clinical setting.
The most commonly reported limitation to the use
of clinical cadavers is access and cost.56,71 While this
may be an unsurmountable obstacle for some, historically many medical schools around the world would
have or have had access to anatomic services and a
human body donation program. As discussed departments of anatomy have been cut by many medical
education institutions deemed as less relevant opting
for alternative methods of learning anatomy. Unfortunately, this potential loss of resources may threaten a
repurposed use for donated bodies as a clinical cadaver recourse to support CBME simulation programing.
Maryland and Dalhousie are two examples of programs that have captured this opportunity and facilitated a growing demand for clinical cadavers for
procedural learning, simulation, and research. Our
hope is that this access is improving patient safety and
clinical outcomes, particularly for high-acuity skills for
which there is little alternative opportunities to practice
or perform research. While there is a growing body of
literature describing cadaver use in simulation, as stated previously, the translational evidence supporting
improved clinical and patient safety outcomes is
limited.37,54,55,57,59,62,72–81 Additionally, there is a
growing number of researchers who are using cadavers
for noneducational research.63–65,82,83 Much of this
scientific work, in particular, studies evaluating new
procedural approaches, would neither be feasible nor
ethical to perform on patients.

Reported costs for cadaveric simulation have varied
from 200 to upwards of 5,000 dollars and will obviously depend on the existing infrastructure, most
importantly access to a human body donation
program.60,84 Using the Halifax Clinical Cadaver
preparation technique, cadavers can be used for up to
4 weeks when maintained and kept in a refrigerated
(4°C) environment between use. The equipment
needs, the cost of chemicals and time to prepare specimens are no more than that required for traditionally
hard-fixed formalin cadavers. Most additional costs
relate to the need for refrigerated storage and the cost
of transportation if required. Increasingly, programs
operate at least in part using a cost-recovery funding
model. In Halifax the cost to users is scaled providing
subsidized low-cost access for undergraduate and postgraduate users. CME and research users pay more and
external users such as the military or EMS provi- der
groups pay a moderately higher amount. Program
oversight is critical and allows the coordination of progressively invasive uses that avoid anatomic overlap,
allowing multiple learner groups to access each cadaver. The list of procedures that can be performed on
clinical cadavers is limitless and it may be easier to
compile a list of procedures that cannot be performed
instead of the reverse.
FINAL THOUGHTS
One-hundred twenty-five years after Halstead’s initial
proposed hierarchy of procedural learning Sawyer et
al.27 in 2015 published a competency-based pedagogic follow-up framework—learn, see, practice, prove,
do, and maintain. Simulation will continue to play a
growing role in all stages of this progression. However,
most significantly, simulation will support the learner
in the practice phase and for evaluators and accrediting
bodies to prove that expected levels of independent
competence/performance have been achieved. While
institutional clinical experiences should make many
learning milestones achievable, ensuring that valid procedural maintenance of competence educational opportunities are reliably available for learners and
practicing clinicians is more challenging.
Medical educators have an immense responsibility
of ensuring that the thousands of procedures required
for physicians to perform competently will be done
well beyond a minimal level of “safe” by all graduates.
Success of such procedural programing is in part
dependent on the predictive validity of the simulation

used to train learners to a level of skill mastery. To do
this effectively and adapt to the ever-changing and
costly technical advances in clinical medicine we must
look for alternative learning venues. It is simply not
feasible to keep pace with clinical advances by creating
matching simulator technologies that can address the
fidelity needs of learners as they progress in their training. Life can come after death by continued support of
human body donation programs and their anatomic
science partners as key assets that can support access
to clinical cadavers for simulation with high physical
and functional fidelity. There is much to learn on optimizing preparation techniques, enhancing both static
and dynamic fidelity and conducting both educational
and procedural science research.
The authors acknowledge Ronald Wade, Director of the Anatomical Services, Division of the University of Maryland School of
Medicine, and Director of the Maryland State Anatomy Board
and the Dalhousie University Human Body Donation Program,
Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada: To those who have given after life
so that others may benefit during life.
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